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Abstract
I consider abstract instructions, which provide indirect descriptions of actions in cases when a speaker
has key information that a hearer can use to identify the right action to perform, but the speaker
alone cannot identify that action. Principled generation of abstract instructions requires a system
to assess whether an instruction provides sufficient information for the user to draw appropriate
inferences about action from it. I sketch a framework for specifying, computing, and accessing those
assessments in natural language generation.
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1

Motivation

This paper investigates the inferences hearers need to draw from utterances in dialogue
in order to choose appropriate actions to take in the world. Long-studied examples
of indirect speech acts [11, 23] not only call attention to these inferences, but bring
home the remarkable fact that speakers rely on hearers to make them.
(1)

a
b

It’s cold in here.
Close the window!

Thus, under the right circumstances, a hearer has not understood (1a) without drawing the inference to the implicit instruction for action (1b).
It is a mistake to regard such inferential expectations as marginal—as mere polite
indirection, for example. For one thing, the utility of inference is pervasive: dialogue
proceeds most efficiently when contributions accomplish some actions explicitly while
selectively omitting others as inferable. Arguments and models for this can be found
in [30, 10, 2, 31, 5], for example. Take the question-answer pair in (2a) and (2b),
through which the proposal in (2c) is communicated by inference.
(2)

a
b
c

What should we put in the living room?
I have a blue sofa for $500.
Let’s put this sofa in the living room.

An indirect utterance like (2b) can improve on a direct proposal like (2c) in that the
indirect utterance not only contributes the proposal itself, but also summarizes the
proposal’s costs (here, the cost in dollars) and its benefits (here, the decorative benefit
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of a possible color match). This puts the dialogue participants in a better position to
evaluate, adopt and carry out the proposal.
What’s more, adopting inference as a central mechanism for implementations for
modules such as natural language generation (NLG) results both in more streamlined
architectures and in more flexible behavior. In [1], for instance, Appelt proposes
to construct sentences by planning the hearer’s interpretation of them—including
the inferences to be drawn from them. The framework treats the whole range of
tasks involved in formulating a sentence uniformly and simultaneously—and thereby
exploits opportunities for synergy among them:
(3)

Remove the bolt with the wrench from the tool box.

In (3), one compact and natural sentence describes the goal of an action (removal),
its method (wrench), and the knowledge required to accomplish it (the wrench’s
location). The sentence planning using description (spud) system [27, 28] I describe
in section 3.3 also assigns inference about interpretation a central role in generation,
albeit a more constrained role than Appelt.
These arguments show the advantages that we can expect inference to offer in
ambitious dialogue systems. But what about the kinds of NLG systems that have been
built to perform practical tasks already? Such systems are limited in the flexibility
of interaction that they can support; this reduces the importance of selecting an
inferential contribution like (2) to anticipate the flexible dynamics of negotiation
and agreement in dialogue. Likewise, such systems are limited in the fluency of the
language they produce and the complexity of the communicative goals they entertain;
this constrains whether they could attain the clarity and concision of (3) in realizing
multiple communicative goals. Indeed, within available resources for computation
and knowledge engineering, it may be no small feat just to obtain explicit, choppy
contributions such as (4):
(4)

a
b

I propose we put my sofa in the living room. It is blue. It costs $500.
Remove the bolt from the housing. Use the wrench. The wrench is in the
tool box.

Moreover, inference is notoriously difficult to model. Are there benefits that remain
even in a simple NLG task that might outweigh the costs of inference?
There are. I support this claim in two steps. First, in section 2, I will describe how
inference is essential to explain how certain instructions, abstract instructions, achieve
the communicative goal of informing the hearer of what to do. Abstract instructions
require the hearer to choose an appropriate next action by combining the information
conveyed in the instruction with the hearer’s private background knowledge. Because
the speaker lacks this private knowledge, abstract instructions cannot be reformulated
to achieve their communicative goal directly. For a practical system to generate
instructions without inference in these situations means abandoning a goal-directed
view of NLG—a serious drawback.
Second, in section 3, I will sketch a computational model of these inferences based on
modal logic programming. A modal first-order logic of knowledge containing existential
quantifiers and hypothetical implications provides a natural language for specifications
and queries about agents’ choices of action. The logic programming proof procedure
for this language allows these queries to be evaluated against these specifications with
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Box 1:

Fig. 1. A window where a user might act.
predictable search. To guide NLG, we can therefore create a modal specification of
the private information of the hearer and the shared information in the context and
perform an assessment of sentence interpretation using logic programming queries.
With its emphasis on expressive languages and predictable search, this model suggests
that accounts of inference in dialogue need not rest on contrived representations or
incur unpredictable and unmanageable computational complexity. Thus, a principled
account of abstract instructions may soon be a practical one.

2

Examples

Consider a dialogue agent whose task is to assist a user in completing administrative
forms correctly. For concreteness, we presume that the process is mediated by a
graphical interface which allows the form to be filled out and submitted electronically.
At a certain stage, the user might be confronted with some form, including (among
other things) the entry box schematized in Figure 1. Suppose the user has asked for
instruction about what to do next. The form might make (5) a correct response for
the dialogue agent to provide:
(5)

Enter your user ID in box 1.

We can easily imagine the user successfully carrying out this instruction, and the
dialogue moving on to address other aspects of the form.
This brief scenario masks a range of complexities, starting with the user’s action
itself. The simple description of (5) notwithstanding, the user’s response to the instruction in fact consists of a sequence of concrete steps in which the user moves the
mouse to intended locations, and presses intended buttons and keys. We can also
regard such actions as organized into broader routines, such as routines to select an
intended text box or to type an intended string of characters, which are fleshed out
regularly into intended component actions with mouse and keyboard. This organization might help to account for the choices that the user takes together or reports
together, and it might usefully circumscribe our knowledge representation.
Either characterization of action places the same key requirement on the user carrying out the instruction. In deciding what to do, the user must select a particular
action for specific effects that the user knows and intends that action to have. In
carrying out an action like (5), for instance, this might mean selecting a primitive
like pressing j next, or a routine like typing jdoe, because the user knows a way these
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actions will contribute to the user’s ID (jdoe, say) being in box 1.
We see now how (5) requires inference for the user. (5) cannot be regarded as a
name for a particular concrete action: the user’s interface does not come equipped
with a name button which automatically ensures that whoever presses its gets their
name entered in box 1. In this respect, we can contrast (5) with an alternative
instruction such as (6) which might directly specify a concrete action.
(6)

Type jdoe at the cursor.

Obviously, in the case of (5), the user must work backward from the effect specified
in the instruction to identify concrete actions which accomplish that effect. In fact,
once we settle on the concrete actions, we can be quite precise about the knowledge
that the user brings to bear in this process. For example, if the user knows a routine
to enter a string in a box, it suffices that the user knows her user ID as a string i, and
knows which box b is box 1. The user should then be able to work out that applying
the routine to i and b will enter her user ID in box 1.
If interpreting (5) requires inference for the user, then generating (5) requires the
system—or at least its designers—to anticipate this inference. The inference itself is
inextricably tied to the content the system needs to provide to the user. There might
be times when an instruction can be issued in a way that specifies a concrete action
directly, as in (6). For example, a system might produce (6) instead of (5), if it knew
that the user’s ID was jdoe. However, it seems unlikely that the system will know
the user’s ID when it plans an instruction like (5). For one thing, if the system has
the necessary information, it ought to be capable of entering what is needed on its
own! So from the system’s point of view, the instruction is abstract; it determines a
concrete action which the user will be able to identify, but which the speaker cannot
yet identify. Since the system only knows how to describe the action indirectly, the
user’s interpretation of the instruction must rely on inference.
If this inference is not anticipated, the result will be a blind system, which pays no
heed to whether it gives its users instructions they know how to carry out. Imagine
a setting in which user IDs, unbeknownst to the public, also serve as administrative
index keys, or in which interface items are given internal identifiers. Then instead of
(5) a blind system could offer (7), baffling its users:
(7)

Enter your administrative index key in widget 55a8.

There are further advantages to making the anticipated inference explicitly available to the dialogue system, not just an implicit part of the system’s design. It then
becomes possible to automatically adjust the formulation of instructions to accommodate the different knowledge of different users at different times. One illustration
of this is just to change the prompts in the interface. Figure 2 suggests an alternative
labeling for the window of Figure 1. In a large form containing Figure 2, when the
user asks what to do next, it becomes possible for the system to reply:
(8)

Complete box 1.

With the new label, it becomes part of the common ground that box 1, when completed, will contain the user’s ID. The user can therefore select the same concrete
action to satisfy (8) as to satisfy (5). Of course, in a large form containing Figure 1,
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1: User ID

Fig. 2. An alternative window.

(8) is almost entirely unhelpful. Without the added background, box 1 could be
completed by anything.
Moreover, an explicit representation of inference provides a resource for a system to
hold to its communicative goals through extended interactions. For example, people
often signal their failure to understand or accept others’ contributions to dialogue
by asking a question in response. For a system to reply appropriately to such a
followup question, the system must relate the question to the information the system’s
utterance was intended to convey [14, 20, 17, 16]. Information conveyed inferentially
is no exception. Take these two responses to (5):

(9)

a
b

How do I enter my user ID somewhere?
How will my user ID be stored?

With an explicit representation of the inference required to interpret (5), the system
can recognize from (9a) that the user lacks some of the background knowledge required to carry out the instruction. This is the first step in selecting the appropriate
additional background and formulating a reply to present it to the user. Meanwhile,
that explicit representation could also suggest to the system that (9b) does not address the user’s ability to carry out the instruction (for which no means of storage
is required), but raises another objection—concern over whether the action is sufficiently secure, perhaps. Addressing this concern demands very different information
from background on how to use interfaces.

3

Specifying and Accessing Inferences

Section 2 described abstract instructions—a general class of utterances whose generation and interpretation require inferences about knowledge and action. Abstract
instructions arise when the speaker has key information, from which the user can infer
what to do next, but the speaker also lacks key information, and cannot formulate
an explicit, direct statement of which action to choose. This section sketches how
these inferences can be specified (section 3.1), carried out (section 3.2), and related
to decisions in NLG (section 3.3), using first-order multi-modal logic programming.
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3.1

Modal representations

First-order multi-modal logic extends the syntax of first-order classical logic by introducing propositional operators of necessity and possibility. These operators extend
classical logic in a very general way. Formulas in first-order classical logic characterize ordinary entities once-and-for-all. In contrast, the necessary formulas of modal
logic provide characterizations of entities that take only restricted information into
account. For example, a temporal modal logic might use [n]p to introduce a characterization p that takes into account only what will be true after the next action
takes place. Meanwhile, an epistemic modal logic might use [k]p to indicate that p
takes into account only the information that an agent knows. (So I write necessity
operators in the form [name].) [7, 8] provide good technical introductions to modal
proof, while [6] is an introduction to modal logic in AI.
To characterize a conversation from the point of view of a dialogue agent, we need
three modal operators: [s] for what the system knows, [u] for what the user knows, and
[cg] for the common ground in the conversation. In modeling these different bodies of
information, I adopt a particular idealization aimed at allowing key inferences about
knowledge and action in conversation to be drawn as easily as possible. Individually,
[s], [u] and [cg] are S4 operators; that means they provide true information, but that
this information can be extended hypothetically in alternative ways. Formally, S4
axioms are subject to the schemes of veridicality and positive introspection:
(10)

a
b

Veridicality: [s]p ⊃ p [u]p ⊃ p [cg]p ⊃ p
Positive introspection: [s]p ⊃ [s][s]p [u]p ⊃ [u][u]p [cg]p ⊃ [cg][cg]p

Moreover, [cg] is related to [s] and [u] so that [cg] represents a special case of common knowledge between the system and the user. In determining the interpretation
of an expression, speakers and hearers should always consider each other’s perspectives. Failing to do so raises the possibility of misunderstanding [3]. This recursive
requirement can be satisfied only if agents can formulate communicative acts based
on knowledge which can be assumed in each’s model of the other to any level of
embedding—common knowledge. For [cg], the axiom schemes in (11) (together with
the positive introspection axiom on [cg]) accomplish this.
(11)

[cg]p ⊃ [s]p [cg]p ⊃ [u]p

[cg] provides only a special case of common knowledge because it need not respect
the induction scheme for common knowledge; using [c] for common knowledge, this
scheme is given in (12).
(12)

b ∧ [c](b ⊃ [s](b ∧ p) ∧ [u](b ∧ p)) ⊃ [c]p

The induction axiom gives rise to computationally explosive, open-ended search problem because it involves search over an arbitrary proposition b that provides the basis
on which common knowledge depends. By comparison, the use of [cg] follows the
suggestion of Clark and Marshall that, in conversation, the bases for common ground
are not arbitrary, but rather are derived in a small number of stereotypical ways.
We will combine these epistemic modal operators with a formalization of action inspired by the situation calculus to describe agents’ ability [21, 24]. We introduce terms
for situations and actions (executed, we assume, by the user); we write do(s, α, s0 ) if
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situation s0 can result if action α occurs in situation s. The situation calculus provides
a kind of branching time model where a range of future states could develop depending
on what actions take place. A good way to capture an agent’s ignorance of the future
is to assume that the agent considers even more alternative future situations s0 to
be possible than really could develop in this way. (This assumption has a convenient
implementation in increasing domain constraint for first-order modal logic.)
This formalism for describing knowledge and action can be given an elegant interpretation using possible-worlds semantics [13]; this semantics also gives important
insights into how to prove modal formulas effectively. Possible worlds record different
ways things could turn out; for example, different entities exist at different possible
worlds and relation symbols characterize different tuples of entities at different possible worlds. A formula is true or false, then, only at a particular possible world.
Classical connectives and quantifiers describe the current world truth-functionally,
but modal operators are interpreted as restricted quantifiers over alternative worlds.
The restrictions are accomplished by using accessibility relations Rs , Ru and Rcg to
interpret [s], [u] and [cg]. These are transitive and reflexive relations, where Rs ⊆ Rcg
and Ru ⊆ Rcg . For each operator [x] we identify a set of accessible possibilities at
any world w by {w0 : Rx ww0 }; [x]p is true at w if p is true at all these possibilities.
Consider the problem of reasoning about knowledge and action involved in interpreting an instruction. Recall from section 2 that, in general when deciding what to
do, the user must select a particular action for specific effects that the user knows
and intends that action to have. Suppose the effect is a predicate E of situations; we
can now elaborate this condition as (13), using the ontology of the situation calculus
and modal logic.
(13)

In situation s, there is an action α about which the user knows, that E is
true in any situation s0 resulting from doing α in s.

This corresponds to the formula in (14).
∃α [u] ∀s0 (do(s, α, s0 ) ⊃ E(s0 ))

(14)

In the case of (5), we used these informal premises to characterize the shared background on which the instruction depends.
(15)

a
b
c

The user knows her user ID as a string.
The user (jointly with the system) knows which is box 1.
The user can enter a string in a box.

(16) provides corresponding formalizations, drawing on the definition of ability in (14)
and making explicit the shared status of this information.
(16)

a
b
c

[cg] ∃i [u] (userid(u, i) ∧ string(i))
∃b [cg](box(b) ∧ number(b, 1))
[cg] ∀sib (string(i) ∧ box(b) ⊃ ∃α [u] ∀s0 (do(s, α, s0 ) ⊃ in(i, b, s0 )))

Meanwhile, to anticipate the interpretation of the instruction, the system needs the
conclusion that it is part of the common ground that the user can enter her user ID
in box 1; we draw on (14) to formalize it thus:
(17)

[cg] ∃ibα [u] (userid(u, i) ∧ box(b) ∧ number(b, 1))∧
[u] (∀s0 (do(s, α, s0 ) ⊃ in(i, b, s0 )))
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The semantics of modal logic will ensure that (17) always holds when (16) does; the
logic programming proof system for modal logic we explore in section 3.2 provides a
way of demonstrating this automatically.

3.2

Modal logic programming

Logic programming languages embody simple, specific search procedures for building
proofs. At each step in logic programming search, the goal is to find a way to use
the available assumptions to establish a specific query. If the query is complex, its
logical structure directly determines the available alternatives for search. Thus, logical
symbols in queries can be seen as instructions for decomposing and transforming the
search problem that the interpreter faces. Similarly, the atomic formulas that an
assumption can be used to derive—the head (or heads) of that assumption—serve
as indexes that regulate whether an assumption can be applied. And the logical
structure of the assumption provides an instruction for creating a set of new search
problems whenever the assumption is used.
This general perspective on logic programming has been formalized and analyzed
under the framework of abstract logic programming languages [19]. Mathematically,
this formalization begins by establishing a correspondence between search problems
posed to the logic programming interpreter and sequents in a proof calculus.
A sequent is an expression of the form Γ
∆ where Γ and ∆ are finite multisets
of formulas. For the purposes of proof, a sequent represents the judgment that if all
of the assumption formulas in Γ are true, then some of the conclusion formulas in
∆ must also be true. A sequent proof is a tree of sequents of a distinguished form.
The leaves take the form Γ, p
∆, p—so that some assumption is directly matched
against some conclusion. The interior nodes instantiate inference figures, which relate
proof problems of larger logical formulas to proof problems for constituent formulas.
For a simple example, the figure for a conjunctive conclusion is:

-

-

Γ
(18)

- p, ∆
Γ - q, ∆
Γ
p ∧ q, ∆

Read upward, it says that you can conclude that p ∧ q (or ∆) must be true (on
assumptions Γ) provided that you can conclude that p (or ∆) must be true (on
assumptions Γ) and provided that you can conclude that q (or ∆) must be true (on
assumptions Γ).
A logic programming search problem can be represented as a sequent because the
program can be represented with the assumptions Γ and the goal or query can be
represented with the conclusion(s) ∆. The action of the interpreter in transforming
search problems can then be seen as the construction of a proof in a restricted sequent
calculus—for example, breaking down a conjunctive goal into two separate subgoals
in a logic programming interpreter corresponds to an application of the sequent rule
of (18). The rules of the logic programming calculus are specialized so as to model the
constrained search entertained by the logic programming interpreter. The key result
required to show the correctness of a logic programming language in this framework
is then to show that the restricted sequent calculus permits a derivation of a goal
exactly when the goal is provable in a general sequent calculus for the logic.
[7] presents a number of modal sequent calculi. (Strictly speaking, he presents
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tableau calculi, a notational variant of sequent calculi.) A calculus such as his prefixed tableau calculus is required to implement a logic programming language with
programs that specify partial information, including the program with existential
quantifiers proposed in (16). Prefixed tableaux are very closely connected to modal
semantics. The idea is that each formula in the proof is labeled with a term that
identifies the world where the formula must be proved. For example, a modal rule
will take a form as in (19).
(19)

Γ
Γ

- : p, ∆
- ww: [u]p,
∆
0

Additional constraints on where w0 appears and how w0 is represented ensure that w0
represents an arbitrary possible world that w is related to by u-accessibility. Thus,
read upward, this rule says that you can conclude that [u]p must be true at world w
(or ∆ must be true, on assumptions Γ) provided that you can conclude that p must
be true at a related world w0 chosen arbitrarily (or ∆ must be true, on assumptions
Γ). A version of this calculus, specialized for logic programming search, is developed
in [26].
I now sketch how the resulting logic programming interpreter derives (17) from
(16). It begins by decomposing the goal, repeated as (20).
(20)

[cg] ∃ibα [u] (userid(u, i) ∧ box(b) ∧ number(b, 1))∧
[u] (∀s0 (do(s, α, s0 ) ⊃ in(i, b, s0 )))

The interpreter begins with the outermost operators: [cg] ∃ibα and ∧; it introduces
a world w representative of the common ground, introduces variables I, B and A for
individuals that exist at w, and creates separate goals to treat the two conjuncts in
turn.
To treat the first conjunct, it introduces an additional world w0 representative of
what the user knows at w. The goal now decomposes into atomic formulas userid(u, I),
box(B) and number(B, 1), which are established at w0 by matching against the corresponding components of the background clauses (16a) and (16b). The matching
process introduces some constraints on values of variables and on possible worlds,
which are easily solved. For example, to apply (16a), repeated as (21), we use the
[cg] transition to move to world w and the [u] transition to move on to world w0 .
(21)

[cg] ∃i [u] (userid(u, i) ∧ string(i))

Similarly, we instantiate I to a Skolem term fi (w) corresponding to the existentiallyquantified i; for (16b) we instantiate B to fb , too.
Now treating the second conjunct, the interpreter introduces a new world w00 , introduces a fresh situation cs0 at w00 to interpret the universal quantifier, and assumes
do(s, A, cs0 ) at w00 . The goal is now in(fi (w), fb , cs0 ) at w00 . We match this against
the clause (16c) describing the user’s general knowledge of entering strings in boxes.
This again involves solving constraints on worlds and variables; for example we learn
that A = fα (X, s, fi (w), fb ) for some world X whose value is not yet fully determined. This yields three more atomic modal goals—string(fi (w)), box(fb ) (at the
variable world X), and do(s, A, cs0 ) at w00 —which are dispatched in turn. In fact, for
this simple query and simple program, logic programming proof search is completely
deterministic.
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• Start with a tree with one node (e.g., s, np) and one or more referential
or informational goals.
• While the current tree is incomplete, or its references are ambiguous to
the hearer, or its meaning does not fully convey the informational goals
(provided progress is being made):
– consider the trees that extend the current one by the addition (using
LTAG operations) of a true and appropriate lexicalized descriptor;
– rank the results based on local factors (e.g., completeness of meaning, distractors for reference, unfilled substitution sites, specificity of
licensing conditions);
– make the highest ranking new tree the current tree.
Fig. 3. An outline of the spud algorithm

A key feature of the logic programming calculus is its modular treatment of modal
connectives. A necessary goal [x]g can be seen as a modular goal because, in modal
logic, only program clauses of the form [x]p can contribute to its proof. Under certain
constraints on the semantics of modal operators (met here), modularity also brings
locality: a goal [x](p ⊃ g) introduces a local assumption p that can only contribute
to the proof of g. At the same time, an indefinite program [x](p ∨ q) introduces a
local ambiguity that may be restricted to the proof of some modular goal [x]g. This
modularity is part and parcel of correct modal reasoning—it is part of what it means
for modal formulas to take only restricted information into account. But modularity
is useful in its own right, to constrain logic programming search and describe the
modular structure of logical specifications [18, 9].

3.3

Modal queries in sentence planning

Sections 3.1 and 3.2 have shown how inferences about knowledge and action can be
specified and derived. It remains to be seen how these conclusions might actually be
accessed in sentence planning. In this section, I suggest one answer, inspired1 by the
spud system for sentence generation [27, 28].
spud adopts a view of sentence generation as goal-directed activity, like [1, 4] before
it. On this view, the task of the generator is to use the words and constructions of
the language to design a message that fulfills a set of communicative intentions. spud
works with two kinds of intentions in particular: intentions to uniquely identify the
entity designated by a referring expression, and intentions to establish a proposition
as part of the content of the conversation. spud fulfills these intentions incrementally,
using a grammar in the LTAG formalism [12, 22] to add units of meaning and syntax
word-by-word into an incomplete sentence. Thus, unlike [1], spud does not attempt
the exhaustive search of the grammar performed in unrestricted planning.
The spud algorithm is outlined in Figure 3. The steps of this algorithm refer to
abstract notions—ambiguity of reference, information conveyed, appropriateness and
1
spud itself cannot yet generate (5), because the implementation makes some assumptions about discourse referents which (5) does not satisfy.
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specificity of descriptors—whose implementation depends on an approach to meaning
and interpretation based on inference in logic programming. In this approach, the
meaning of a sentence is represented in the same terms as the background modal
specification of conversational state. Key stages of NLG reason about sentence interpretation by constructing and evaluating logic programming queries in which these
meanings are combined with background information.
In particular, the grammar is designed to deliver the content of each sentence in
two parts: the presupposition Px—an open formula containing free occurrences only
of the variables in the sequence x—which places a requirement on the context and
the assertion Nx—another open formula containing only occurrences of variables in
the sequence x—which contributes new information to the evolving discourse.
The use of the term presupposition follows the theoretical perspective of [29] that
presuppositions are anaphors that are resolved against an evolving model of discourse.
This view modulates the received view of a presupposition, from Frege and Russell, as
a statement of the uniqueness conditions under which a sentence refers successfully.
For example, the received view famously represents the uniqueness condition as the
presupposition (22b) of (22a):
(22)

a
b
c
d

The King of France is bald.
∃x(kof(x) ∧ ∀y(kof(y) ⊃ x = y))
kof(x)
bald(x)

The anaphoric view replaces the formula (22b), with its logical complexity, by the
formula (22c) and a complex process of resolution against the context. Resolving
(22c) involves showing that the logical condition is satisfied in the common ground but
at the same time providing a particular discourse referent for x. Uniqueness derives
from the fact that the speaker and the hearer must coordinate how the presupposition
is resolved.
This view of the resolution of presupposition also explains why the assertions of
sentences contain free variables. Variables in the assertion provide a way of recovering
and commenting on the values of variables evoked by the presupposition. For example,
the assertion of (22a) can be represented as (22d): once we find a value k for x by
resolving the presupposition, we can take x to refer to k in adding the assertion to
the context.
For (5), we can analyze the instruction in terms of presupposition and assertion as
if its meaning is you should take the action of entering your user ID in box 1. That
is, the presupposition is (23).
(23)

a
b

action α enters user ID i of yours in box b numbered 1
P (α, i, b) ≡userid(u, i) ∧ box(b) ∧ number(b, 1))∧
∀s0 (do(s, α, s0 ) ⊃ in(i, b, s0 ))

The assertion is (24)
(24)

a
b

you should do action α
o(α)

Having laid out the representation of meaning, we turn to logical queries that use
this representation to assess sentence interpretation. We begin with the interpretation
of presupposition.
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(25)

a
b

A possible resolution of the presupposition Px is a proof of [cp]∃xPx.
A presupposition is resolved successfully when there is a unique
(maximally salient) possible resolution.

It is clear why (25) appeals to the modal operator [cp]—this implements the requirement that only the shared common ground can be taken into account in resolving
a presupposition. (In cases of accommodation where presupposition and common
ground seem to disagree [15], we can follow Lewis in assuming it is the content of
the common ground that is adjusted, not the requirement imposed by the presupposition.) The narrow scope of ∃x in (25), meanwhile, indicates that the resolution
requires us to find mere discourse referents to satisfy the presupposition—not concrete entities in the world, as would be required if the quantifier was given wide scope.
The difference is relevant in (5): the system knows there must be an action α that
enters the user’s name, but does not know a specific action that does so. The proof
outlined in section 3.2 effectively provides a possible resolution of the presupposition
(23); nothing changes when we dispense with the introduction of worlds for [u]p and
prove p instead. As we observed that there was no nondeterminism in search, we can
see that this proof is in fact a successful resolution as well.
Finally, we turn to the assertion. In assessing sentence interpretation, the system
will have to determine whether the sentence (with assertion Ax and presupposition
P x) will license the inference to some particular proposition q. To make that assessment, the system can envisage the consequences of communicating the sentence.
That is, the system restricts attention to developments of the situation compatible
with what the system knows, as represented by the content of [s]. The system supposes further that the content of the sentence has been communicated. Since the
sentence content links to whatever discourse referents are evoked by the presupposition, that content can be represented by ∀x (P x ⊃ Ax). The system’s supposition is
thus that [cg] ∀x (P x ⊃ Ax) holds. Then, in that hypothetical context, the system
tests whether q can also be taken as part of the common ground. These operations
correspond to the query
(26)

[s] ([cg] ∀x (P x ⊃ Ax) ⊃ [cg]q)

So proving (26) suggests that the inference to q is licensed.
In the case of (5), the key inference is that the user knows what she should do next:
∃α [u] o(α). Thus we apply (26) to (5) as (27).
(27)

[s] ([cg] ∀αib (P (α, i, b) ⊃ o(α)) ⊃ [cg]∃α [u] o(α))

(27) is straightforwardly provable. After matching the goal o(α) against the hypothesized inference rule, the proof simply repeats the argument given in section 3.2 that
the user knows what will enter her name in box 1.

4

Conclusion

Enter your user ID in box 1 is a very simple instruction. Yet it places an almost
paradoxical requirement on a system issuing it. The system means this description
to identify an action to the user. Thus, to be confident in the instruction, the system must know that the user can select the right action using the description. Yet,
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normally the system will not know what the user will enter to fulfill the directive. In
this sense, the system cannot know what the user will do.
Reconciling these requirements depends on the system’s representing different states
of knowledge explicitly and reasoning about them correctly. I have suggested one
possible such reconciliation, based on using logic programming inference in first-order
multi-modal logic to evaluate semantic interpretation.
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